
Higher & Higher

Born Ruffians

Those ones outside of our building,
they are making sounds that I can't relate with.
Do they know what they are saying?
Sometimes I don't but it comes out all rightish.
Those ones building all our outsides.
They are making it so we can relate too.
I don't know what I am seeing.
Information hard for eyes to relay to brain.

Sound is flowing out again.
Through the river & 'round the bend.
Never gonna make it, reflect it & replace it.
Holding on but it feels good to be blown by the breeze 
through the buzzing woods
I'm just gonna take it, reflect it and relay it.

Never gonna fake it, reflect it and relate it.
I'm just gonna make it, reflex is what I aim with.

Those ones outside laughing at us.
They are thinking things that I can't relate to.
Do they know what they are missing?
Information hard for eyes to relay to brain.

Now I'm going out again, shake & shiver it never ends.
Never gonna make it, reflect it & replace it.
Holding on & it feels good to be told by the tease that 
I'm looking good.
I'm just gonna take it reflect it & relay it.

Never gonna fake it, reflect it and relate it.
I'm just gonna make it, reflex is what I aim with.

Keep on climbing up
Keep on climbing up & up
Walk on the wire
Walk on the wire
Keep on feeling up
Keep on feeling up & up
Feel your desire
Be your desire
Keep on burning up
Keep on burning up & up
You are on fire
Running on fire
Keep on rising up
Keep on rising up & up
Higher & Higher
Higher & Higher
Sing with the choir
"Higher & Higher"
You are on fire
Higher & Higher!
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